Paco

Hi! This is Alicia Gamboa. I adopted Ronald 09-14 of this year but I
changed his name to Paco. He adjusted very well to his new home and is
unbelievably happy with his new big brother Lalo (German Shepherd mix).
The day I decided to take Paco home, I was honestly scared that I might
not be able to since I had this beastly looking dog. I knew the second I
wrote down 6 year old German Shepherd on that paper, ya'll would
question me. I also knew that when I'd bring him in for meeting that the fear
of him possibly hurting Paco would only worry ya'll more. I was a bit
offended because I knew my dog would never hurt an innocent pup, but I
was glad that at the end the workers were even more surprised when Lalo
paid almost no attention to him. That moment I knew I had a new member
to the family<3.

This 1st picture was within the same week of him in his new home. As you
can see, they were already close buds playing with their ball. Around this
time, while he was getting comfortable I started training him the basics. It
wasn't till like another two weeks that he actually learned how to sit and hifive! Oh and potty trained before anything. He is one of the smartest
puppies I have ever had, my mom and I agreed on that much. Little Paco
follows Lalo everywhere, and learns what to do in certain situations, it is
just adorable. Since Lalo poops in the back and Paco follows he sort of
knows now little by little and also when we put the car in the driveway, he is
still learning how to get out of the way.

The second picture is one of the many moments of them napping together.
The 3rd and 4th picture was his first walk at Brackenridge Park and by the
end he was exhausted, falling asleep on my lap<3 The 5th; I want to say
that it wasn't till recently I discovered them finally play fighting, that I think is
the cutest thing Ive seen them do this far. Hopefully you will be able to see
the video attachment...
I want to finally thank you all, Ive only had Paco for a month exactly
tomorrow, and he is the best! Really smart and he completes both Lalo and
I. Lalo is no longer lonely after my other dog passed away from old age a
few years ago. I have been waiting for the right time to find a puppy, and i
couldn't have made a better choice.<3
xoxo-Alicia.
View video on: https://www.dropbox.com/s/lsz8sm1j9v8w6xa/20131012_133053.mp4

